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Concrete ideas for action/
initiatives now

Action: Turn off power for three months, stop loss
of biodiversity by international law, tax externalities,
Russians turn off gas, Organic farming
Mind shift: Focus on the positive, show how humanity will benefit from connecting with nature, learn from
goodness
New knowledge ex.: Investigate new balance,
system thinking research
New roles ex: Role models, individual action, the
power of examples, remember the community perspective, new global political structures, alliances between
free agents in politics and science, break down expert
role, more think tanks

Barriers and opportunities in
policy and business models
Barriers
Mind set: We are becoming machines, isolation
from nature, apathy, greed, we can’t control nature
- therefore we fear it, materialism, to much focus on
barriers, lack of consciousness and awareness about
the challenge, lack of solidarity
Systems: Capitalism, singular logic of systems, overregulation – too strong governance, neo-liberalism
Opportunities
Mind shift: Transcendence, reveal the unavailable,
individual vs. collective rationality
Stewardship/action: Bottom up, grassroots, the
power of examples, don’t waste time trying to agree
Systems: From GNP to GNH, structures that allow
individual wellbeing

Visions for sustainable societies

Man/nature: We are nature. Created by it.
Creating it. Co-creating, Utilise the full potential
of humans, Use nature on its own premises,
Humans with nature, Accept the laws of nature
New balance: Feeling and/vs. rationality,
economy and population,
Mind set/emotions: Authenticity, daring,
hope, sharing, generosity, humanity, empathy,
trust, care, kindness, sensibility, love
Systems: New technological sustainable
systems, beyond capitalism, interdisciplinarity,
political courage for leadership

FUTURE

PRESENT

dialogue room:

the power of the positive:
from human machines to stewardship
After having listened to and even sensed the future scenarios presented by House of Futures, participants were
guided into the Dialogue Room and placed randomly
in groups of 4. The groups were asked to brainstorm on
developing sustainable societies in the long run structured
by the backcasting method (see figure). We wanted to
get the participants’ immediate ideas for visions, barriers,
opportunities and initiatives on the pitch. The atmosphere
was energetic and commitment was great. Above we
have shown some of the ideas from the groups to give an
impression of the span and innovations in the feedback. A
few highlights from the statements:
-	Visions:

	“We are nature. Created by it. Creating it. Co-creating”. Basically a unifying vision which brings together
a wide range of views in the field. And it is also a
vision that implicitly points to a focal tension between
what and how much we as humans create nature and
the extent to which we are created by nature – not least
in the long run.

-	Barriers:

	”We are becoming machines”. Isolation from nature,
growing apathy, greed and lack of leadership coupled
with a technological and societal development that
pushes us as human beings towards “becoming machines” seems dreadful, but not necessarily utopian. It’s
the “Man-Made world” scenario as a horror picture.
-	Opportunities:

	”Stewardship”. Stewardship in all its forms and opportunities are reflected in many responses. And many
are counting on bottom-up rather than top-down. One
group has lost patience and demands action rather
than spending more time trying to achieve consensus:
”We don’t need to agree”.
-	actions/Initiatives:

	“Tax, law and the power of the positive”. Asked about
specific examples of initiatives that can be taken here
and now, the participants identified both bottom-up
and top-down initiatives as well as initiatives directed
at changing actors role, mind set and gaining new
knowledge. Opportunities in showing how mankind
can benefit from connecting with nature were highlighted as well as using the positive vision as a powerful driving force today.

